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AN INVARIANT OF COMPLEX CONFORMAL CONNECTIONS
IN A KAHLER MANIFOLD

By OKKYUNG YOON

O. Preliminaries.

We consider an n-dimensional Kiihler manifold M covered by a system of coordinate
neighborhoods {U: ~,,}, and denote by gij and Ft the components of the Hermitian
metric tensor and the complex structure te~sor of M respectively, where the indices h.
i, j •... run over the range {I, 2•...• n} •

We denote by Vj the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the Christoffel
symbols Fji" (instead of {lJ) formed with gji. then we have

Vkgji=O. VkFt=O. VkFji=O.

where Fji=F/gti and consequently Fji=-Fij.
And also, we denote by

Rkjt=OkFjt-OjFki" +Fkt"Fjl-FjthFkl.

where Ok=O/Oe. the components of the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor of M. by
Rji=Rti/ the Ricci tensor and by R=Rjigji the scalar curvature.

1. Introduction.

We consider an affine connection in a Kiihler manifold M. and denote by 1'ji" the
components of the connection and by Vj the operator of covariant differentiation with
respect to l'jt.

Now, we consider a conformaI change of Hermitian metric

(1)

where P is a scalar function and we look for an affine connection such that

(2 )

and the torsion tensor Si=t Cl'ji"-1'ij") is given by

( 3) Sjt = - Fj,-r/'.

where l' are components of a vector field. Then, the components Fjih of this affine con
nection are given by

(4) l'jt=Fii"+oi"Pi+otPj-gjiP" +Fi"qi+ Ftqj-Fj,-tI'.

where Pi=OiP. ph=Ptgf", qi=-PtF/ and qh=q,gth.
According to K. Yano [5J. this connection is called a complex conformal connection.
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and the curvature tensor of Pj ;" is given by

(5) Rd'=Rkji"-ok"Pj;+o./'Pk;-h"9j;+P./'gkj

- Fk"qji+ F./'qkj-qh"Fji+q./'Fk;

-akjF/'-Fkj{3;",

where

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

qji=f7J-q;-PJ-q;-QjP;+ ~PtptFji

akj=- (f7~j-f7J-qk)

=qjk-Qkj+PtptFkj,

{3/'=2(P.-ri-q;Jl') ,

Pk"=Pktrj", qk"=qkq" and consequently

(10) qji=-PitF/, Pi;=qjtF/.

K. Yano [5J studied on complex conformal connection and he proved the following

THEOREM. If, in ann-dimensional Kiihler manifold (n>4), there exists a scalar
function P such that the complex conformal connection is of zero curvature, then the
Bochner curvature tensor of the manifold vanishes.

In the present paper, we find an invariant curvature tensor of the complex conformal
connection, and generalize the above theorem.

2. An invariant curvature tensor.

In (5), we contract with respect to hand k, and use Fl=O, qkh=O, then we obtain

(11) Rj;=Rj;- (n-2)Pi;- Pgfi

+qtjFj-qjtFI-atjFI-Ftj{3l,

where P=P/, and transvecting with gii(=e2Pgj ;), we have

(12) e2PR=R-2(n+l)P+ (n+4)1,

where l=Ptpt

H we define Vkj by 2Vkj=Rkj;F,s, from (5), we have

(13) Vk·=Vk"+ n+4 ah.
J J 2 J

and transvecting with Fkj (=e2PPhj), we have

(14)
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=V - (n+4)p+tn(n+4)A,

where V=VhjPj, a=ahjFhj•
From (12) and (14), we find

(15) A=_I_{ 2(n+l)
n2-4 n+4

V-R}e2p--1_{ 2(n+l) V-R}
n2-4 n+4

(16)

If we define Hjh by Hjh=-RjtFht, then we obtain

(17) H j.=Hjh-nqjh+2Qkj- (P-).) Fjh +{3j.,

from which

(18)

Therefore, we have

(19)

(20)

On the other hand, from (13) and using (8), we have

qjk-qkj= n~4 ('Vkj-Vkj) -}.Fkj·

From (19) and (20), and using (15), we find

(21) qjk 2(n~2) (Hjk+Hkj)- n~4 V kj + nL4 ( :~l V-i-R)Fki

2(n~2) (Hjk+Hkj) + n~4 'Vkj- n2-=-4 ( ~~~ V-+R)Fki•

If we define M jk by

1 1 1 (n+ 1 1)(22) Mjk= 2(n-2) -(Hjk+Hkj) + n+4 Vhj- nL4 n+4 V -TR Fhj,

then (21) can be written as

(23)

Therefore, using (10), we have

Pii=MjtFl-MjtFl

and writing Lji as

(24)

we have

(25)
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Substituting (15), (16) and (23) into (17), we obtain

(26)

- - - 1 ( 1 TT 1 R-)F-f3 °k=H °k+nMok-2Mk0--- -- v+- JOk
J J J J 11,+2 11,+4 2

-Hjk-nMjk+2Mkj+ n~2 (n~4 V ++R)Fjk•

And hence, if we define B jk by

(27) Bjk=Hjk+nMjk-2Mkj- n~2 ( n~4 V ++R)Fjk,

we have

(28)

Finally, substituting (13), (23), (25) and (28) into (5),

we have

+Mkhp oo-MftP,"+_2_Y- kop.h+.F\}jft
J' J 1<0 11,+4 J' ,,-,'

(29) = Rkj/,+o/,Lj;-olLki+ L/'gji-Llgki

+F/'Mji-FlMki

+M/'Fji-MtFki

+ 11,;4 Y kjF/'+ FkjB/',

where Lkh=Lktgth, Mkh=Mktifh and B/,=B'dh.

Defining Ckj/' as

(30)

Ckii"=Rkj/'+o/'Lj;-o!Lki +L/'gj;-L!gki

+F/'Mji-F!Mki+M/,Fj;-M!Fki

+ n~4 V kjF!,+FkjB/"

(29) reduces into

(3I) Ckj/'=Cd'·

We call such a tensor Ckj/' a complex conformal curvature tensor. Thus, we have
the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. In an n-dimensional Kiihler manifold (n~), the complex conformal
~rvature tensor Ckj/' defined by (30) is invariant under a change of the complex conformal
eonnection defined by (4).
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By the properties of the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensors Rkjih and Rkjih=Rkjlgth~

we can easily see that

V=VkjFkj=HkjFkj=R.

Therefore, H jk+Hkj=O, and also

hence, we have

1
Mjk=-n+4-Hjk+

B·k=-_2_Hk +
J n+4 J

1
2(n+2) (n+4f- RFjk,

2
(n+2) (n+4) RFkio

=-2(MkjFih+ FkjMI')

That is, the complex conformal curvature tensor Ckjih of the Riemann-Christoffel symbols
r jih in a Kihler manifold is nothing but the Bochner curvature tensor, although Ck.i
of the complex conformal connection Pji is different from Bochner curvature. Therefore
the Yano' s theorem can be extended as follows.

THEORDI 2. In an n-dimensional Kiihler manifold (n~4;, a necessary and sufficient
condition that the complex conformal curvature tensor of the complex conformal connec
tion to be of zero curvature is that the Bochner curvature tensor of the manifold vanishes.
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